
 
 

 

Tea Collection Announces Commemorative 10
th

 Anniversary Clothing Collection 

 

(SAN FRANCISCO, CA) – June 2012— Tea Collection announces the delivery of its 10 Year 

Anniversary Collection, which is available online and in stores now. With classic Tea silhouettes 

featuring iconic prints from favorite destinations, the 10
th

 Anniversary collection includes six styles 

for girls and two pieces for boys, starting at $29 each.   

 

Tea Collection was founded in 2002 in San Francisco with the vision of sharing the beauty from 

other cultures in children’s clothing.  The idea was to pack your bags, travel the globe, explore and 

discover, then bring it all home in designs that were directly inspired from the beauty found during 

adventures abroad.   

 

To honor their 10
th

 Anniversary, Tea created an exclusive collection featuring some of their favorite 

pieces created from global design trips.  Featuring styles inspired from Brazil to Korea, five of 

Tea’s past destinations are represented in this celebratory capsule collection.  Each style also has a 

memorable hang tag featuring the iconic butterflies from Tea’s Fall 2009 Korea collection and a 

unique QR code that directs visitors to a special interactive 10th Anniversary page. This unique 

page also showcases countless photographs captured during the various international inspiration 

trips that helped the Tea designers discover the global cultures influencing the past collections.   

 

“We have been inspired by cultures of the world for ten years and are honored to share the beauty 

we’ve found in our collection for children,” says co-founder and CCO Emily Meyer. “For our 10
th

 

Anniversary collection, we revisited our most memorable destinations, reliving the joy of each 

discovery. It is our greatest wish that kids who wear Tea share this same adventurous spirit.”  

 

Inspired by five main countries, West Africa, Japan, Brazil, Korea, and Turkey, the capsule 

collection has versatile styles for boys and girls up to size 12.  Help Tea celebrate their 10
th

 

Anniversary by exploring the interactive destination page and personally shopping the 

commemorative globally inspired designer kids clothing collection.   

 

 

ABOUT TEA COLLECTION 

 

Founded in 2002, Tea Collection designs distinctive children's clothes and women’s apparel 

inspired by the beauty they discover in their travels around the world.  Tea offers a full collection of 

clothing for children ages newborn to 12 years that is made to love, and made to last.  Based in San 

Francisco, Tea is available on the digital flagship website, in over 300 high-end boutiques, 

Nordstrom, Saks Fifth Avenue and Bloomindales.  

http://www.teacollection.com/tenth-anniversary
http://www.teacollection.com/anniversary-collection
http://www.teacollection.com/

